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Io Club Rimini 

"Melange of Genres to Explore"

Found in the heart of the busy Marina Centro precinct, Io Club Rimini is

counted as one of the crowning jewels of the city's vibrant night life. The

sleek night club plays a melange of music genres like rock, jazz, soul,

electronic and hip-hop, attracting music lovers from all corners of the city.

Additionally, Io has also hosted some local as well as established singers

for some enthralling gigs. LCD screens, advanced sound systems and a

fully-stocked bar counters make it one of the trendiest party spots in the

city.

 +39 0541 39 4813  io.club@yahoo.it  Viale Amerigo Vespucci 77, Rimini
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Life Club 

"Fun Times"

Fun times beckon you at the Life Club. This nightclub is full of energy and

life with electrifying music spun by the popular DJs. Spread over two

floors, the club is packed to the capacity on weekends as the young and

uber crowd flock in to catch the theme parties, concerts and social events

held here. The club also has a great bar that offers an interesting array of

drinks to keep you energize throughout the night. If you are looking

forward to pep your nightlife in this city, Life Club is the place to go.

 +39 0541 37 3473  www.lifemedias.com  info@lifedisco.com  Viale Regina Margherita 11,

Rimini
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Carnaby Club 

"A 70's Atmosphere"

This pub is mostly visited by tourists (Scandinavians in particular) and

particularly in summer. The Carnaby is a pleasant alternative to mega-

discos. It is very close to the sea and divided into three floors. There is

good music (a little bit of everything, especially music from the 70's and

80's), small dance floors and corners where you can sit and chat. The

1970's atmosphere suggested by the decor combined with the presence

of beautiful German and Swedish girls make this an attractive place to

spend an evening.

 +39 0541 37 3204  www.carnaby.it  Viale Brindisi 20, Rimini
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L' Altro Mondo Studios 

"How to Get Lost in a Science Fiction Film"

Like being in a science fiction film with extraterrestrial beings who

materialize with sophisticated equipment which comes out of a colossal

spaceship hovering over one of the four dance floors, all in a furious play

of multicolored lights. All this and more at the Altro Mondo Studios (it is

not called this by accident), one of the most famous discotheques in

Europe, with large spaces (it can hold more than 2000 people), no
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architectural barriers, open to youth from all over the world. Very popular

in both winter and summer, it frequently also hosts festivals and concerts.

Do not forget that in the 1970s, Ray Charles and James Brown sang here!

 www.altromondo.com  info@altromondo.com  Via Flaminia 358, Rimini
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Beky Bay 

"Seashore Frolic"

Beky Bay is one of the most exciting destinations by the seashore in

Bellaria Igea Marina, RImini. During summer, the place has a vibrant

atmosphere, like that of a carnival. Live events, performances, dances,

sporting events and other forms of entertainment take place and tourists

from all over the world have a gala time here. Some outstanding bar

kiosks and restaurants add to the fun atmosphere here. International

music festivals have also taken place at this venue. Apart from the

entertainment aspect, the glorious views of the sun make it an ideal fun

and frolic destination. Check website for the event schedule.

 +39 348 455 0520  info@bekybay.it  Via Alfredo Pinzon 227, Bellaria Igea

Marina
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Peter Pan 

"Great Disco, Young & Beautiful"

Although it is intended as a metaphor, the name Peter Pan comes to mind

when you see the club. A small child who never wants to grow up. This is

a marvelous disco both because of its design and the people who go

there. Peter's (as it is known) is on Riccione's magic hill and attracts a

slightly younger crowd than most of the similar clubs in the area. The club

has breathtaking dancers, screaming singers and is loads of fun. It is one

of the best places to go on the hill.

 +39 0541 60 7728  www.peterpanclub.net/  info@peterpanclub.net  Viale Scacciano 161, Riccione
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Prince 

"Fun All Year Round"

This disco in Riccione Alta has definitely found the right balance in the

sense that there is something for everyone. There are two dance floors, a

splendid garden (obviously only open during the summer), a wonderful

American bar and a restaurant. The Prince is a nightclub which has a huge

variety of entertainment. If you are not put off by the dancers on the

stage, then why not find a "cube" and go really wild! A word of warning:

the club changes its name every so often, hence the fact that it shares its

current name with the famous singer!

 +39 0541 69 2621  www.princericcione.com  discoprince@princericcion

e.com

 Viale Trebaci 49, Riccione
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Boulevard Rock Club 

"Party By The Coast"

Enjoying a splendid location by the Adriatic Sea Coast, Boulevard Music

Club is a flexible venue whose capacity is 800 but shoots up to 1800

during summers. Equipped with comfortable parking facilities, gardens, in-

house bars and of course the dance floors, this club redefines the very

concept of entertainment. Lovers of alternative, metal, punk and rock

music will be delighted to watch the bands performing here.

 +39 3921681433  Via Ponte Conca 41, Misano Adriatico
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Baia Imperiale 

"The Splendor of Ancient Rome"

Baia Imperiale is an imperial palace with columns, fountains, two dance

floors and loads of music. It is one of the most popular discos on the

Riviera, particularly in summer, but it is also filled every weekend during

winter. Its futuristic and impressive structure and the beautiful girls to be

seen there (as was always the case in imperial villas), the Baia is definitely

worth at least one visit during your stay.

 +39 0541 95 0312  Via Panoramica, Gabicce Mare
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